Abstract-A major problem of the grid system is identifying the source of abnormal behaviors. It is particularly important to identify the areas in which the grid system suffers from power deficiencies due to fault or voltage instability. Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are capable of measuring current and voltage amplitudes and phase angles, which can then be effectively used to monitor the power quality. This would require the support of a communication network to detect regions in the grid that may suffer from voltage instability. In this paper we present a distributed mapping technique that is based on a hierarchical network structure to identify the proximity of the grid instability for any possible remedial control action at the local level. For voltage monitoring, we also develop an average standard deviation measurement technique to access the power quality. We use the IEEE 34 bus grid distribution model and the IEEE 39 bus transmission model to assess the performance of the proposed techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major challenge for future wide area measurement systems is how to respond securely and reliably to various disturbances in the next generation of power grid networks. With an ever increasing deployment of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) in the power system, the dynamic has shifted towards situational awareness through a wide area measurement system. A key aspect of situational awareness is to gather knowledge of the power grid status by providing synchronous measurement data at sensitive locations. While PMUs are highly capable of providing synchronous measurement data, a major obstacle is processing and controlling the vast amount of data arriving at the power grid control center. Currently, nearly 1,000 PMUs are being deployed in North America and this trend is continuing with a fast pace. While the main objective of PMU deployment is to improve monitoring and dynamic control of the power grid, a new opportunity is emerging by applying such measurements in the distributed grid system. Unlike high voltage transmission their expansion for deployment in medium-to-low voltage distribution systems is facing many challenges [1] . One major obstacle is that the distribution grid suffers from noise and harmonics and this could severely impact the accuracy of the phasor measurements. In addition, in the presence of non-linear loads and renewable resources the distribution grid can suffer from excessive reactive power that causes voltage instability. This would require injecting reactive power of an opposite type at the local level since reactive power cannot be transported over long distances due to significant transmission loss. Hence, voltage regulators are normally distributed along the feeder so that they can adjust the voltage to a desirable level (e.g., + or −5% of the nominal voltage). For example, a capacitors bank can be used to compensate reactive power caused by the inductive load for controlling the voltage level. This would be at the expense of magnifying harmonics, which could make it difficult to estimate the line frequency, as well as measure the phase angle between voltage and current in order to measure the power factor (PF).
It should be noted that voltage instability may also be caused by faults, such as tripping of lines, short circuits, etc. While there are methods that can be applied to distinguish between faults and voltage fluctuations caused by reactive power [1, 2, 3] , the initial task would be to locate the proximity of the problem regardless of its nature. In other words, voltage instability is a local phenomenon and any remedial action would require the support of a communication network with an integrated control strategy. For example, a communication network infrastructure should be capable of providing access to the sensitive locations where PMUs are placed. The wireless hierarchical network infrastructure proposed in [4] is one such example where a Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) at each local level collects phasor data information from its associated PMU. In this structure, the aggregated data at the local PDC is then forwarded to the next hierarchical PDC level. The number of hierarchical levels depends on the control strategy and the placement of the synchrophasor devices throughout the grid network. More importantly, the hierarchical structure would allow a PDC at each level not only to act as a local controller, but also reduce the data information that would be needed for transportation to the next level [4] . While such a network has the ability to provide wireless communication access at the local level, the challenge of how to detect and identify voltage problems at the lowest possible PDC level remains.
The main thrust of this paper is develop methods to evaluate the link quality at the PDC level, where any protective control action can take place locally, rather than at the control center. Therefore, in this paper we propose a mapping technique that can allow the local PDC to identifying the regions in the grid that are affected by voltage fluctuations. We also present techniques that can be applied to classify the synchrophasor data into distinct categories: normal or abnormal and subsequently detect links that may suffer from voltage fluctuations. After applying the proposed neighborhood map the effect of voltage instability can then be evaluated using a standard deviation of voltage fluctuations algorithm to monitor the power quality. We use our real-time wireless-based hierarchical network testbed to assess the proposed techniques. In this testbed, which is based on the emulation platform, typical IEEE power grid models are used to locate the main source of instability in the network. In the following section, after a brief review of the wireless hierarchical synchrophasor network, we present our proposed mapping technique. Section III describes the algorithm proposed to detect regions that are affected by grid disturbances. In Section IV the IEEE 34 Bus model for distribution and the IEEE 34 bus model for transmission are used to evaluate the proposed schemes.
II. PROPOSED MAPPING SCHEME Our main objective is to take advantage of the hierarchical synchrophasor structure to monitor the network at lower PDC levels with the capability of identifying buses/lines that suffer from power disturbances such as faults or voltage instability. Numerous researches has been carried out in the field of fault detection and control [5, 6, 7] . However, most of the works are performed in centralized manner. For example, in a large power grid system, all computations and monitoring for any fault detection have to be carried out at the central PDC (e.g., Supper PDC). In this paper, the proposed hierarchical disturbance detection aims at identifying and initiating any preventive control action locally and in a timely manner.
For both transmission and distribution grids we assume PMUs are placed at sensitive locations so that the voltage, current, and reactive power can be directly observed. Bear in mind that distribution networks suffer severely from the dynamic activities caused by fluctuation of the voltage level in the presence of renewable generation and nonlinear loads. Moreover, unlike transmission networks which are mainly based in mesh structure, distribution networks use radial or loop where renewable generators are widely dispersed along the feeders. It is also important to note that distribution characteristics, such as feeder impedance, power flows, and harmonic distortion, are vastly different from those of transmission networks. Nonetheless, in order to detect faulty connections or areas with poor power quality (e.g., droop characteristics), a local map is formed at each PDC level. As any power disturbance, such as voltage fluctuation, can also effect the power profile of neighboring regions, the objective is to identify a faulty region between a pair of neighboring PMU nodes. The local map is constructed by assigning a so-called a neighboring ID to PMU nodes reporting to their local PDC. As an example, Fig. 1 shows a network consisting of two local PDCs: PDC A and PDC B where both report to the next level PDC, i.e., Regional PDC (RPDC). According to this figure, the PDC-A and PDC-B have 6 and 5 PMUs, respectively. The local map of PDC-A is furnished with the neighbor IDs of its associated PMUs. Furthermore, if the neighbor PMU reports to another PDC, its ID is followed by its respective PDC ID as shown in Table 1 .
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , any disturbance caused by a fault or voltage instability may also impact the neighboring areas represented by their respective PMUs. If a disturbance is detected by a PMU where all its neighboring PMUs report to the same local PDC, this PDC through its local map would be able to identify the faulty bus locally. For example, if PMU A2 and PMU A4 have been identified as having abnormal behavior, the On the other hand, if two abnormal neighboring PMUs are associated to different local PDCs, their respective PDC, based on their local maps, will forward the PMU data for link assessment to the next PDC level (e.g., RPDC in Fig. 1 ). For example, if a disturbance occurs in a link connecting PMU A6 and PMU B1, the local PDC-A will detect the abnormal A6 and its connection to PMU B1, as indicated in its local map. Local PDC-A will then report PMU A6's information to RPDC for further evaluation. Similarly, PDC-B, by checking its own local map, will forward the PMU B1 data to the RPDC. Under these conditions, RPDC would be able to declare the area between PMU A6 and PMU B1 as a faulty region. If necessary, the identified region may undergo further assessment to pinpoint the exact location of the fault [8] .
Another important consideration is to how to classify PMU data as normal or abnormal. There are a number of criteria, namely: frequency, voltage amplitude, current amplitude and power factor (PF) that can be used to assess the power quality at each PMU node. While each criterion needs to be carefully examined, in our investigation we use voltage amplitudes to detect abnormal PMU. For example, based on Figure 1, (
Similar matrices can also be obtained for other PDCs in the grid system. For each observation matrix we then obtain a row vector, M, containing the mean value of each column. 
III. VOLTAGE INSTABILITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
The Group Instability Factors (GIF) defined in (4) are then used to monitor and detect links/regions that may suffer from voltage instability or a fault. The first step is to find PDCs with high GIFs. If a GIF value is larger than a predefined threshold, the area covered by this PDC will be marked as the "unstable local area". It is possible that a fault may occur in a region between two neighboring nodes, each reporting to a different PDC (e.g., A6 and B1 in Fig. 1 ). Under such a condition both regions' GIFs are expected to exceed the pre-defined threshold. For a local PDC with a GIF exceeding a pre-defined threshold, the first step is to identify a link/region connecting the two most unstable nodes. This can be achieved by finding the first PMU node with the highest SDF. If this node is not an edge node (i.e., not sharing a link with any other neighboring PDC), the PDC can then search for a neighbor node with the second highest SDF. The link/region connecting these nodes will then be rated as an "unstable link".
If the node is an edge node (e.g., node A6 in Fig. 1 ), the PDC, by looking at its local map, recognizes that a link assessment needs to be done at the next PDC level (e.g., RPDC in Fig.1 ). In order to carry out link assessment at RPDC, all local PDC will forward their row vectors to RPDC. After gathering these row vectors, the RPDC is able to generate a row vector
for its covering areas A, B and C. Based on this row vector and the synchrophasor data of the abnormal PMU nodes (A6 and its neighbors A4, A5, and B1), link assessment will be carried out using the same procedure defined in equations (1)-to-(3). Bear in mind that, as described in [4] , a local PDC first classifies each of its PMU nodes into two categories: normal and abnormal. Only the synchrophasor data classified as abnormal will be forward to the next PDC level [4] . Therefore, it is realistic to assume that the data for any of the A1 neighbors, if classified as abnormal, will be available at the RPDC.
Next, we assess the performance of the above scheme using the IEEE 34-bus distribution system and the IEEE 39-bus transmission system.
IV. VOLTAGE INSTABILITY DETECTION
The In a power system the state variables, such as bus voltages, bus currents, frequency, power factor and branch flows, can be measured and uploaded by PMUs. These variables can be used as measurements to assess the power disturbances such as fault occurrences. We assume a fault is the result of a short circuit at the time instant causing a bus voltage to drop. Assuming that the time of impact is short and for a PMU reporting rate of 30 measurements per second, three consecutive measurements would be sufficient to include a pre-fault ( < ), during fault ( < < + τ) and post-fault ( > + τ) events. Under these conditions the voltages measured before, at and after a fault at bus i can be sufficiently represented by the observation vector = ( , , , ).
To examine the performance of the fault detection based on the standard deviation, we consider the IEEE 34-bus distribution system that experiencing a voltage drop on bus-890 as shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that a bus will be labeled as abnormal if its SDF value is bigger than a pre-defined threshold. Fig. 2 corresponds to a radial distribution and further details can be found in [9] and [10] . In our model, two wind turbines are connected to buses 848 and 890.
To construct a hierarchical structure, the system has been divided into three neighboring areas marked as areas A, B, and C (Fig. 2) where each PMU is connected to one bus. Link between Bus 816 and 824 corresponds to the shared link between areas A and B, while the link between Bus 858 and 834 is a connecting link between areas B and C. The voltages at three consecutive time instances would represent a 3-D observation vector. Table 2 shows the proposed mapping scheme for the IEEE 34-bus distribution system, which includes calculated SDFs according to (3) and GIFs according to (4) for all areas.
Most power distribution networks have a tree-like topology with power injection referred to as the feeder. The IEEE 34-bus distribution system shown in Fig. 2 is a typical example with tree topology. Its configuration and details are defined in [9] and [10] . In our simulation, two wind turbines are connected to buses 848 and 890. PMUs are deployed on every bus to measure state variables and the synchrophasor measurements are then sent to local PDCs and central PDC through the hierarchical synchrophasor network.
As indicated in Fig. 2 , a fault occurs on bus-890. The positive sequence voltage vectors = ( , , , ) of monitored buses, as well as the corresponding SDF values are displayed in Table  2 . In this system, the threshold is set to 0.2. This is based on a large number of experiments that place faults at different locations. The dendrogram of classification analysis [11] based on the buses' SDF values has also been used to highlight the classification performance. The standard deviation field based instability detection is carried out in areas A, B and C separately. In area B, bus-890 has the highest deviation value of 0.5302, which is significantly larger than the threshold with a GIF of 0.1624. As can be observed, other buses act in a similar manner, but with much smaller deviation values. The corresponding dendrogram of cluster analysis based on area B's SDFs is shown in Fig. 3 . Obviously, the status of bus-890 is distinct and can be firmly classified as an abnormal bus. It is reasonable to conclude that bus-890 is experiencing difficulties. In areas A and C all buses act consistently and their corresponding GIFs are 0.0387 and 0.0134, which is much smaller than that of area B. Hence they are free from any disturbance. Since bus-890 is an internal node in area B and has no connection with PMUs belonging to other areas, a next level assessment by RPDC won't be necessary. This result demonstrates that events occurring on the distribution system will significantly impact the voltage magnitude and are limited in a small area, only visible to nearby PMUs [12] .
In our next set of experiments we consider the IEEE 39-Bus model shown in Fig. 4 [13, 14] . In the first set of experiments, the IEEE 39-Bus system is treated as one area and the disturbance detection is carried out in RPDC. The negative sequence voltage vectors for all buses and their corresponding SDFs (as well as its GIF) are displayed in Table 3 . As shown in this table, bus-18 has the highest SDF value of 0.155. This is significantly larger than the group GIF of 0.0369. Bus-18's neighbors, i.e., 17 and 3, have the second and third highest SDF values of 0.0861 and 0.0604. Then a further away neighbor: bus Table 2 : Disturbance detection for the IEEE 34-bus distribution system 27, has a SDF value of 0.0529. The link between buses 18 and 17 can be marked as "unstable link or region". The remaining buses have relatively low deviations. As expected, the faulty bus behaves abnormally with high deviation value, which also affect its neighboring buses. Note that events that occurs on the transmission system can be observed by multiple PMUs in a large area [12] . This further proves the accuracy of the observed standard deviation field shown in Fig. 4 . To assess the hierarchical disturbance detection, in our next experiment the IEEE 39-bus transmission system is divided into local regions: A, B, C, and D (see Fig. 4 ). Since the area A has a GIF value of 0.0661s, which is much larger than the predefined threshold value of 0.03, it is then classified as "unstable local area". In this area, bus-18 has highest SDF value 0.1396. By checking local map, PDC-A will recognize that Bus-18 is an edge node connecting to Bus-17 of area C. After labeling Bus-18 and its neighbors Bus-3 as abnormal, PDC-A will forward their synchrophasor data and the row vector to the next PDC level for further link assessment. Similarly, the area C having a GIF value 0.0333 can detect that Bus-17 has the highest SDF value of 0.0674 and is connected to Bus-18 of area A (an edge Bus). PDC-C will then forward Bus-17 and its neighbor bus-27's synchrophasor data as well as its row vector to RPDC for further link assessment. The RPDC will then reassess the synchrophasor data for Buses 18, 3, 17, and 27 according to equations (1)-to- (3) . Note that the Areas B and D are free from disturbance as all their Buses work consistently with low SDFs. Their row vectors will be sent to RPDC for a further regional link assessment. Based on the row vectors from all areas, RPDC is able to derive a new row vector 0 0.0364 0.0364 and evaluate link status, as shown in Table 5 . As displayed in Table 5 , Bus-18 has the highest SDF value of 0.155, followed by Bus-17 with an SDF value of 0.0861 and Bus-3 with an SDF value 0.0604. Again, the link between buses 18 and 17 can be marked as "unstable link or region". These results indicate that hierarchical disturbance detection in our second set of experiments achieves the same performance as in the first set of experiments. This result illustrates that the proposed hierarchical algorithm is capable of locating the instable region in a distributed manner with greatly reduced computation without involving areas that are functioning properly.
V. CONCLUSION
Power quality disturbances and ways to control them has been one of the more challenging issues in smart grid. While distinguishing between voltage interruptions caused by a fault or other disturbance has been in the forefront of research activities, in this paper we have developed a strategy that is capable of identifying regions that suffer from a rapid voltage drop. This strategy, which is based on a combination of hierarchical network structure and a voltage tracking and classification algorithm, has been shown to be very effective in detecting a source of grid instability. 
